The structure of the conformal group is studied by a generalisation of quatemion methods to six dimensions. Some simple S0(4,2) covariant equations are shown to correspond to the Kemmer formulation for pseudoscalar and vector mesons, and the matrix elements of the irreducible representations of the Kemmer algebra are expressed as traces of products of Dirac matrices.
Introduction
There has been a recent renewed interest in the conformal group (Mack & Salam, 1969; Barut, 1968) and the de-Sitter group (Bakri, 1969; Bakri et aL, 1970) for the formulation of physical theories. We shall study the structure of the spinor representations of the group S0(4, 2) by means of the algebraic methods introduced in a previous paper (Lord, 1971) , and construct simple SO(4,2) covariant equations which correspond, in a Minkowzki subspace, to the Dirac equation for the electron and the Kemmer equations for scalar and vector mesons (Kemmer, 1939 (Kemmer, , 1943 . This leads to an expression for the matrix elements of the irreducible representations of the four-and five-dimensional Kemmer algebras as traces of products of Dirac matrices.
Let 0~v (/z = 1 .... 4) be a four-dimensional irreducible representation of the generators of the Dirac algebra ~(u av) = _gU~ (1.1) Kate, 1968) . The main purpose of the present work is to display the properties of the algebra in a notation which will enable full use to be made of this fact, and to construct manifestly covariant S0(4,2) tensor and spinor equations. We define the six quantities ~a = (i~5~v, ~5, 1) (A = 1 .... 6) (1.2) and the 'conjugated' quantities 6 a = (-i~5~ ~', -~, 1) (1.3)
We then find 6(A fiB) __ gaBj (1.4) where gab is the diagonal matrix (+-~ I 1 ), the metric of S0(4, 2) which will be used as a raising and lowering operator for the six-fold indices. Defining t7 AB = cr [A 6 BI, 6 which satisfy the self-dual and anti-self-dual properties
where eaBCDEF is the completely skew-symmetric SO(4,2) tensor with E123456 = 1. The general theory for N dimensions, in which the above relations relate to the special case N = 6, are given in previous work (Lord, 1971) . The following relations will also be found useful. 
Abstract Formulation
It should be noted that the relations we have obtained, could be regarded as the basis for a theory of generalised quaternions without reference to the particular four-dimensional representations (1.2). Hamilton's quaternions in fact were formulated as an abstract algebra before the two-dimensional irreducible representations (Pauli matrices) were known. In this context aa = (%, 1) (a = 1 .... 5)/ (2.1) 5A = (--fa, 1) / together with (1.4) are defining relations for the algebra. We can distinguish four distinct types of general element of the algebra (this is so also in Hamilton's quaternions, but this has been obscured by the fact that the algebra was evolved to deal with three dimensions, in which the distinction between a vector and a rank two skew-symmetric tensor is obscured). This has led to a certain amount of confusion in the literature in the applications of quaternions to four-dimensional problems (special relativity). For a discussion of the nature of the difficulties involved, the reader is referred to the work of Ellis (1966) .
We can expand a general element of the algebra in any of four ways:
(a) 3 = ~:a fA + (I/12)~:aBC faBC]
The factor (1/12) in (a) and (b) is inserted because in the summation each term occurs 12 times. ~aBe is a self-dual tensor and ~aBC is anti-self-dual. Under an inversion in the five space perpendicular to a 6 we have ~a ~ ~a, ~aBC ~ ~anc, ~an ~ ;~an.
The tensors of various ranks are the generalisations of Hamilton's 'scalar' and 'vector' part of a quaternion. Using Hamilton's notation we may write t = $3 for the scalar part. In the abstract approach to generalised quaternions the operator S takes the place of 88 trace in (1.13). It is our aim to use the algebra to deal with rotations in six-dimensions, as an extension of the quaternion methods of special relativity (Rastall, 1964) . When this is done we are no longer free to decompose S in any one of the four ways (2.2), since each particular way will correspond to a different transformation law for S (equation (1.8) should clarify this statement).
The Adjoint Spinor and the Charge-Conjugation Matrix
It easily follows, from the analogous well-known results for the matrices c~, that there exists a matrix 13 with the following properties: 13 = 13, = 13-1 (3.1)
13gA/3 = (OA)t / This shows that if ~b is a 'basic spinor' of S0(4, 2) (transforming to S~b under the SO(4,2) rotation O]), then r = ~ transforms to q~S -~ so that ~r is invariant. Since/3 has two eigenvalues +1 and two eigenvalues -1, this just corresponds to the well-known fact that the universal covering group of so(4,2) is su(2,2).
The equations s13s, = 13, 5) which are obtained from (3.3) and (3.4) can be regarded as alternative S0(4, 2) transformation laws of t3 under which it remains invariant.
A particular consequence of (3.4) is that the matrices craBfl are all Hermitian. Any (4 x 4) Hermitian matrix can therefore be written = (t + 89 ~aB) 13 I (3.6) t = 88 trace E13, tab = -88 trace 313craBJ
where the coefficients t and tab are real. Moreover, if 3 is assigned the transformation law 3 ~ $3S* it is easily proved, from (1.8) and the first equation (3.0, that t is an invariant and tab transforms as a tensor.
Another matrix of importance is the charge-conjugation matrix C (Corson, 1954) Moreover, if these ~ are assigned the transformation law ~ ---> SSS r then the components (3.13) transform as a six-vector and those of (3.14) as a (self-dual) skew-symmetric tensor of rank 3. For completeness, we list for as we did for B, the different S0(4, 2) transformation laws for C that will leave its components invariant.
SCS T:
STCS = G SCS r= G sTc~ = ' i} (Sr)-1 CS-I (S) -~ c(sT) -~ (Sr)-l C~r (3.15)
Spinor Indices
So far we have got by without writing spinor indices explicitly, by using a matrix notation. We now introduce different kinds of indices for different transformation laws, as in the two-component spinor algebra of the Lorentz group. All the formalism we have now evolved has achieved the following simple prescription for constructing manifestly-covariant SO(4,2) spinor equations. We simply adhere to the rule that summation over a pair of indices can be carried out only if the two indices are of the same type, one as a subscript and one as a superscript.
Note that, although there is no raising and lowering operator for spinor indices of S0(4, 2), we can use/3 and C to convert an index from one kind to another, for instance, given ~b~, we can define C,,~ ~b~ = ~b~, ~b/3 C/3~ = ~b~ (4.6)
Note that care must be taken to achieve consistency when C is used in this way, on account of its skew-symmetry.
A raising and lowering operator does exist for skew-symmetric pairs of spinor indices. This is the completely skew spinor e,,ge~ (E1234 = 1). Its invariance is a consequence of the unimodularity orS. We use C to define the following sets of skew-symmetric matrices: 
Covariant Equations
Given a six-vector Pa, we can define from it a rank 2 spinor -P = Pa ~a (5.1)
The simple S0(4, 2) invariant equation
can be constructed from the vector and a basic spinor r Multiplying by P =paa a and using (1.4) we have The other equations we shall study will be analogues of other massless theories and will reduce forp6 = 0 to meson equations. Salam et al. (1965) have used a similar SU(2, 2) [equivalently S0(4, 2)] formalism to attain a generalisation of the Bargmann-Wigner equations (Bargmann et al., 1946) ; in these equations only the wave functions possess an SO(4,2) transformation law, the equations themselves do not. The three equations we shall study are 
The Kemmer Algebra
The above analysis indicates a profound relationship between the algebra of Kemmer matrices (Kemmer, 1939 (Kemmer, , 1943 and the algebra of S0(4, 2). The specialisation to the (12346) If we convert the tensor indices A, ABC, AB in (6.7) to pairs of spinor indices aft (skew), aft (symmetric) and ~ (traeeless) by an obvious prescription, the right-hand sides of (6.7) become, when operating on a rank two spinor that is respectively skew-symmetric, symmetric and traceless, just a multiple of the generators of S0(4,1) in a 'fusion' representation (the proof involves the use of (4.9-4.11)):
a~'"|174 "~
The irreducibility of the matrices [Bu, B~] then follows from the irreducibility of the %~ in all three cases. Hence also the sets of five matrices B~, are irreducible in all three cases. The constructions (6.4) are therefore expressions for the matrix elements of irreducible representations of the five-dimensional Kemmer algebra as traces products of Dirac matrices. Equations (6.5) are five-dimensional Kemmer equations, which, as we have seen, become the usual four-dimensional meson equations on settingp6 = 0. The matrix set B~ 6) 0z = 1 .... 4) is the direct sum of the one-and fivedimensional representations of the Kemmer algebra, B~ ~~ is the tendimensional representation and B~ ~s) is the direct sum of the five and the ten-dimensional representation.
